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The OAI scenario
 Two faces
– Poor performance regarding Gold/Green journals
– Repositories improving (slowly)
 Repositories
– More institutional mandates, although still not well populated
– Success stories regarding certain disciplinary repositories
– Limited added value of current models
» More focused in interoperability standards
» Not enough attention to user’ statistics
 No role yet in Research Evaluation
– No link/citation control
– No use of download statistics
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Ranking Web, Why?
 From “Publish or Perish” to “Web Publish or Perish”
– A “stick and carrot” strategy that worked
– The aim is to promote the electronic publication …
– … in open access websites
– Providing opportunities to institutions in developing countries 
 Requirements
– Quantitative (~objective) approach
– (Commercial) search engines as intermediaries
» Limited role of the “harvesters”
– Good web practices
» Independent domain or subdomain
– Excluding (at the moment):
» Portal of and individual journals
» Data-only repositories
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Published since 2008, based on our previous work on 
cybermetric indicators in the 90s
Based on a Directory of  Repositories with 
independent web domain or subdomain consisting of  
close to 700 entries worldwide
Top 400 repositories are ranked, with a separate 
classification for the Top institutional repositories
Two editions per year (January & July) are  
published jointly with the Rankings of Universities, 
Research centers, Hospitals and Business Schools
The composite indicator is built on a model that 
maintains a ratio 1:1 between activity (web size) and 
visibility (web impact)
The Ranking
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Academic Model
Virtual Referendum
Web 
pages Papers
InLinks Visits
No data (yet!)
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 590 institutional repositories 
from 55 countries (July 2009)
Institutional Repositories
Country Top 50 Top 200 Top 400 Total
United States 12 50 96 146
United Kingdom 2 18 51 73
Germany 5 20 29 40
Japan 3 19 28 34
Australia 3 12 21 24
Italy 5 18 26
Spain 2 6 17 28
Sweden 1 8 16 33
Canada 1 7 14 20
Netherlands 4 9 13 16
France 4 8 10 14
Finland 2 4 8 8
India 3 7 11
Belgium 2 6 11
Others 11 29 66 106
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Going beyond: Proposals by Example
 From bibliometrics
– Citation databases (internal use)
» ISI ResearcherID
» Scopus AU-ID
– Portal of journals: Scielo
– Repositories: E-LIS, CiteSeerX, CiteBASE
 From webometrics
– Google Scholar: Publish or Perish
 From usagemetrics 
– Alexa
– Google Analytics
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ISI ResearcherID
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Scopus AU-ID
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Scielo
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E-LIS
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RePEc IDEAS
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CiteSeer
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CiteBase
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Publish or Perish
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Usage
 Important indicator for future analysis
 Not frequently used in bibliometrics (journal circulation?)
 No open detailed reports for most of the repositories
– Visits,  visitors, downloads, referrers/referrals
 Lack of standardization
– Google Analytics is not academic oriented
– Lack of statistics from harvesters
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A (new) proposal
 Focus on author
– Standardised unique identification
– Virtual Vita (institutional repositories)
 More info about usage
– Visits, visitors
– Downloads
 External Impact
– Citations
» WoS
» Scopus
» Scholar
– Academic links
» Search engines
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Feasibility: PIRUS Project
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But it is not enough
 Who is the actual end-user?
– Librarians
– (scientific, academic) Managers
– Scientists, scholars
– General user
 Priority: Impact through citations 
 Barriers to repository items citation 
– Institution web domain not used
– Link to the final full text version not easy to locate
» Sometimes without format suffix (.pdf)
– Long and complex URLs
» Meaningless numeric codes
» No indication of author last name or year of publication
– No permanent URLs 
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 Open access provided by institutional 
repositories are an added value for the 
organization
 Metrics are a good tool for describing the 
success of the repository
 But the researcher, as the main end-user, 
requires a different set of indicators
 Priority is on bibliometric and webometric
indicators, far more important than metadata 
standards
 New set of metrics should be developed and 
compiled
 Library-driven approach to the repository 
access generates bad practices that are 
significantly decreasing the value of the 
repositories 
Final comments
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Humor
